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2.8 Selection and use of teaching aids – Trainer Notes 
 
LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 

By the end of this session participants will be able to: 

• demonstrate knowledge of different types of teaching aids 

• explain the purpose of teaching aids 

• assess the advantages and disadvantages of teaching aids 

black/whiteboard teaching aids CD player 

flashcard video puppets 

flipchart video clip charts 

language laboratory computer phonemic chart 

KEY CONCEPTS 

learning centre cassette recorder gesture 

Scramble + Answer Sheet  

Views on teaching aids 

Teaching aids – advantages and disadvantages + Suggested answers 

MATERIALS 

Recommendations + Suggested answers 
 

Procedure  
1 Learning Outcomes 
 Explain learning outcomes for session to participants  

 

2 Scramble   

 This activity introduces participants to the different types of teaching aids there 
are.  It is also an example of a simple activity which they can adapt and use.   

• Discuss with the class what a teaching aid is and elicit some examples.   

• Divide participants into groups and give out Scramble. 

• Participants unscramble words.  

• Feedback – ask participants whether they know of any other teaching aids.  
There are some suggested answers. Scramble – Answer sheet. 
 

  Optional - Elicit from participants how else they could use this activity if they 
didn’t have access to computers/photocopiers.  For example, writing it on a 
transparency and using an overhead projector; writing it onto the board. 

  The teacher is also a ‘teaching aid’ – through use of gesture and body language.  For a 
discussion of this, see the following link. 

Tip – http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/think/articles/the-teacher-a-teaching-aid  

 
 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/think/articles/the-teacher-a-teaching-aid
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3 Views on teaching aids   

 This activity helps participants to explore their perceptions on using teaching 
aids.  

• Give out Teaching aids views. Participants work individually to tick or cross 
the statements. 

• Next they work in groups comparing their answers and discussing their 
reasons. 

• Feedback – ask class to comment on the views of their groups.  Point out that 
as with any resource, aids need to be used judiciously.  When lesson planning, 
teachers need to consider how aids will help to achieve lesson aims and which 
ones are appropriate for their learners. See Teaching aids views - suggested 
answers for more ideas.  

  For ideas on teaching large classes with scant resources, see the link below. 

Tip - http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/talk/questions/minimal-resources 

 

4 Teaching aids – advantages and disadvantages   

 This activity focuses on what aids can be used for as well as some of the 
drawbacks. 

• Divide participants into groups  

• Discuss and make notes in the grid. Teaching aids- advantages and 
disadvantages. 

• Feedback – compare with trainer’s notes.  N.B. these are only suggestions, 
trainers may prefer to adapt them. Teaching aids- advantages and 
disadvantages – suggested answers. 

 

 

5 Recommendations   

 This task is to help participants consider the most appropriate teaching aid for 
different situations. Recommendations  
• Participants work in groups considering each situation and noting which 

teaching aids would be most appropriate.  

• Feedback – See Recommendations – suggested answers.  As a follow-up 
ask teachers to talk about situations in the classroom which they would like 
advice on.  

 

 
6 Reflection  

 • Ask participants to reflect on the following question: 

Think about the different learning styles in your class.  How can teaching aids 
help you to accommodate these different styles? 

 

 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/talk/questions/minimal-resources
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